Use of a reverberation chamber for testing wireless devices in rich isotropic multipath environments is discussed in this paper; a theory for accurately modeling measured throughput is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Antenna measurements are traditionally done in anechoic chambers emulating free space, because free space is a good reference environment for antenna locations on rooftops and masts, with line-of-sight (LOS) to the opposite side of the communication link. However, modern small antennas on wireless devices are not located on masts and rooftops, and they are exposed to multipath and resulting large signal variations referred to as fading, and often there is not LOS at all. This paper describes a completely different reference environment than the free space one, i.e., a rich isotropic multipath (RIMP) environment, suitable for over-the-air (OTA) testing of small antennas and wireless devices intended for use in multipath. The isotropic multipath environment is characterized by a uniform distribution of the angles-of-arrival (AoA) over all directions in space, so that the evaluated performance becomes statistically independent of the orientation of the wireless device.
Modern wireless devices have and will be provided with small multiport antennas mitigating the negative effects of fading by using adaptive spatial modulation in the forms of antenna diversity and multiple-inputmultiple-output (MIMO) technology. Therefore, there is a need for well-defined test environments with timevarying fading, such as the statistical RIMP with arbitrary time variation of phase, amplitude, and polarizations of the incident waves, in order to test the quality of the fadingadapted coding and receiver. This paper will summarize how real-life multipath environments are characterized in time, frequency, and spatial domains, and in addition how these characteristics must be understood for arbitrary locations, and in particular arbitrary orientations of the users and their wireless devices (Section III). This user-distributed arbitrariness causes the wireless device to experience any LOS as a random LOS, in terms of its AoA being randomly distributed among many users' and devices' orientations. The introduction of a random LOS is of course not new; see, e.g., [1] and [2] , neither including statistics of the user [3] . However, the new content of the present approach is that we consider the random LOS to be a 3-D-random LOS (Section IV) and take the consequence of this user-distributed 3-D randomness to accept the isotropic 3-D environment as a representative reference environment for statistical evaluations of performance of antennas and wireless devices with small antennas. We also acknowledge this by interpreting in a new way the RIMP-diversity gains defined in [4] and [5] . They were previously interpreted as fading improvements of a single moving user (device), whereas now we interpret them as representing the cumulative gains of the 1% worst stationary users in RIMP. This also leads to introduction of a new representative 3-D-random LOS-diversity gain (Section V), complementing the RIMP-diversity gain [6] .
The paper is relevant to the developments of standards for characterization of base stations, terminals, and other devices for wireless communication systems, and in particular new wireless systems such as IEEE 802.11n (WiFi), long-term evolution (LTE), and worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX). These systems have the capability of mitigating fading by using diversity in both spatial and frequency domains, by means of MIMO and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) technology, respectively.
The reverberation chamber has been used for three decades for electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) measurements [7] , and if it is well designed and large enough, it represents an ideal RIMP environment [4] . Its performance is based on well-accepted theories [8] , [9] , and it has during the last decade shown its ability to accurately measure efficiency, diversity gain, and MIMO capacity [4] , [10] of passive antenna systems, as well as radiated power, receiver sensitivity [11] , diversity gain, and throughput data rate [12] of active mobile devices. The early basic works [4] , [10] have later been updated with new algorithms for predicting diversity gain more accurately [13] , [14] , as well as new understanding of how to improve measurement accuracy [15] , and how to control the time and frequency domain characteristics of the reverberation chamber, i.e., delay spread and coherence bandwidth, respectively [16] , and fading speed and Doppler spread. This paper will summarize the developments that have been done since [4] and [10] were published (Section VI) and in particular those related to throughput measurements (Section VII) and modeling (Section VIII). It will also be shown how throughput curves can be used to determine performance of the 1% worst users (Section IX).
II. OVERVIEW OF OTA MEASUREMENT APPROACHES
Traditionally, antennas were always located on masts or rooftops in order to make sure that there was LOS between the transmitting and receiving antennas, and there were certain requirements to the height of the mast or roof in order to avoid destructive interference from ground reflections. Then, the characterizing quantity of each antenna was its realized gain and directivity in the direction of the opposing antenna, and in addition there could be requirements on sidelobes in the radiation pattern in order to ensure that the received signal is not degraded due to reflections from nearby objects, or due to interference by disturbing signals from other antenna systems. Reflecting objects in the environment are unavoidable, but the antennas for LOS systems were still and only characterized in free-space-type environment such as anechoic chambers, with presence neither of ground nor reflecting objects. And all requirements have traditionally been specified relative to measurements in this pure-LOS environment, although in practice the performance will depend on, e.g., how high above ground an antenna is mounted. Such additional constraints have been developed and reported and are used together with anechoic test results to ensure good performance in reallife situations. Together with such constraints, the anechoic chamber is a well-accepted reference environment for testing of antennas and antenna systems for use in LOS environments. Further developments of the anechoic chamber have been toward more advanced chambers in order to reduce size, i.e., compact ranges and spherical near-field ranges, or measurement time, i.e., multiprobe systems, or both [17] .
Modern mobile communication systems work also when the devices are located in multipath environments of different kinds with severe fading, such as those appearing in urban and indoor environments. In such environments, the radiation pattern and directivity play no role anymore, or at least a very minor role compared to LOS systems, because many interfering waves with unknown AoA and arbitrary amplitude and phase contribute to the resulting statistically fluctuating received signal voltage, i.e., the fading radio channel. Looking at individual antenna ports and RIMP environments, the characterizing quality metric is the classical total radiation efficiency. This accounts for contributions due to several factors: mismatch, imperfect lossy materials of the antenna, losses in the materials of the device itself, and losses in nearby objects such as the user's hand or head [4] . It is important to note that this total radiation efficiency is the same as that defined for an antenna in a traditional pure-LOS environment, which can be measured in anechoic chambers.
Future wireless devices will to higher degree make use of multiport MIMO antennas to mitigate the problems of fading dips in which the device may not work, requiring also testing of MIMO and diversity algorithms for combining the different channels received on each port to new channels with reduced fading. The latter is for a moving user characterized by a diversity gain [4] at the 1% level of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the received signal voltage. Here, we will equivalently discuss it as a cumulative diversity gain for the 1% worst users, i.e., the 1% users with the worst performance in terms of received signal level, as already mentioned in the introduction.
The fading multipath environment can be emulated in several ways. The multiprobe anechoic chamber such as the one described in [17] can emulate it, but it is not very suitable in terms of size and cost. Therefore, many multiprobe systems under study make use of a simple planar (2-D) ring of probes rather than a 3-D distribution of them [18] . Another reason is that most of the existing theoretical propagation models have been developed for 2-D AoA distributions only (i.e., AoA in horizontal plane), because this is easier to deal with analytically than 3-D environments. Still, in spite of all the ongoing developments of the anechoic chamber for characterization of antennas in multipath, we were not able to find more scientifically reviewed journal articles than [18] .
The reverberation chamber can emulate multipath by using only one transmitting probe antenna, in contrast to anechoic chambers requiring many probes. This simplicity of the reverberation chamber makes it much more cost effective.
Until now, the mobile devices have mainly been characterized for the transmitting case, whereas the appearance of smartphones in the market has given the receiving function much more attention. This is characterized by the receiver sensitivity, i.e., the input signal level at which a specified bit error rate (BER) is achieved.
The new wideband mobile communication systems have bandwidths that are much larger than the coherence bandwidth of most environments, causing frequencyselective fading. The frequency fading is mitigated by frequency diversity, e.g., as implemented in OFDM technology. Therefore, the testing of wireless devices of such systems must be done subject to frequency-selective fading, and it has been verified that such related tests of throughput data rate can be done in reverberation chambers [12] (Section VIII).
It should be mentioned that the frequency-selective fading also can be generated in anechoic chambers, but then it requires the use of special and expensive electronic instruments called fading emulators, and even several such instruments may be needed to get frequency-selective fading at all probes, i.e., for all incident wave directions. This will make the anechoic multiprobe fading emulators in [18] and [19] even more complex and expensive compared to reverberation chambers.
III. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE WIRELESS CHANNEL IN TIME, FREQUENCY, AND SPACE DOMAINS
Note that here we include both the transmitting and receiving antennas in the definition of the channel, because we cannot have any wireless channel without having both a transmitting antenna to excite it and a receiving antenna to detect it. Therefore, the wireless channel performance is to large extent determined by the antennas themselves, and the channel performance cannot be separated from the antenna performance.
The undisturbed pure-LOS radio channel is characterized entirely in terms of the realized gains of the transmitting and receiving antennas, and the space attenuation. The realized gain is a deterministic spatial antenna characteristic that is invariant with time, and the bandwidth of the LOS channel is determined entirely by the bandwidths of the two antennas. On the other hand, the spatial characteristics of the RIMP channels are statistical with an average received power determined by the radiation efficiencies of the transmitting and receiving antennas and not their realized gains, which will be discussed in more detail below. In addition, the RIMP channel has both statistical frequency and time domain characteristics that influence the performance of the communication system (Table 1) .
A. Fading Speed and Spatial Depth
The fading varies with time due to movements of the transmitting device (base station), receiving device (terminal), or scattering objects in the environment. If the speeds of these movements are constant, we will still observe a corresponding frequency spectrum, because the different incoming waves (rays) have different AoA relative to the movements, and therefore cause different Doppler shift. Thus, the width of this frequency spectrum is referred to as the Doppler spread. This corresponds to statistical coherence time in the time domain, see Table 1 .
The incoming ray fields may have been reflected and scattered many times on their way between the transmitting and receiving sides of the channel. Therefore, they arrive with different time delays. The length of this delay is determined by the spatial depth of the locations of the scattering objects in the environment, but also by their density, because among very dense scatterers the waves will attenuate faster and not propagate too far, so the scattering volume will be smaller. This phenomenon is characterized by a root mean square (RMS) delay spread in the time domain, corresponding to a coherence bandwidth in the frequency domain, see Table 1 .
If we want to generate multipath in an anechoic chamber, we need an electronic channel emulator (an expensive instrument) on the transmitting side of the measurement setup in order to emulate different time delay spreads and coherence bandwidths. The reverberation chamber, on the other hand, has inherent coherence bandwidths and time delay spreads that are similar to those appearing in real-life multipath environments [16] , so for most multipath scenarios the electronic channel emulator is not needed when using reverberation chambers.
B. Frequency-Flat and Frequency-Selective Fading
When dealing with wireless systems there are two very different fading scenarios present: frequency-flat and frequency-selective fading. The frequency-flat fading refers to the fact that the signal bandwidth is so small that there is no effect of the fading within the signal bandwidth. This appears if the signal bandwidth is much narrower than the coherence bandwidth of the channel, which was the case in the first wireless communication systems. The name frequency-flat fading relates to the fact that the autocorrelation function of the wireless channel in frequency domain is flat (i.e., constant) over the signal bandwidth.
However, with the present and future wideband WiFi, LTE, and WiMAX systems, the signal bandwidths are normally much wider than the frequency autocorrelation function of the channel, so that the signal will experience distortions of the modulation and associated irreducible bit errors. This is referred to as frequency-selective fading. The OFDM system is built up to mitigate frequencyselective fading by using many separate subcarriers, of which each is narrowband enough to experience frequencyflat fading.
C. Directional Spatial Domain
When wireless devices are exposed to Rayleigh fading, the received complex voltage (i.e., having both an amplitude and a phase) has a complex Gaussian distribution. The Rayleigh term is associated with the magnitude of the complex voltage that is observed to be Rayleigh distributed. The primary complex Gaussian distribution of the voltage makes the nature of the fading very fundamental, because the fading becomes a result of the central limit theory in statistics for independent complex variables [9] . We can also state that the complex Gaussian distribution is a result of the principle of maximum entropy. Thus, when the number of randomly distributed incoming waves increases, the distribution of the received voltage magnitudes (taken over many users or over time when one user moves) approaches the Rayleigh distribution.
The polarization of the incident waves in the multipath environment is of interest. We choose here to characterize this in terms of polarization balance, instead of the more common term cross-polarization, because the latter really does not make sense in rich multipath. We have no co-or cross-polarization in a rich multipath. The polarization is random, but there could be an imbalance between the average power levels in the vertical and horizontal components of it, depending on the polarization of the base station. If we do not know the polarization of the base station, there will naturally be balance in expected polarization, i.e., the average received power in vertical and horizontal polarizations will be equal. Table 2 describes the spatial characteristics of different types of wave propagation environments and the related antenna quality factors. We can observe how the anechoic chamber and the reverberation chamber represent the two extreme environments Bpure-LOS[ and BRIMP,[ respectively. The common advantage of these two environments is that each one of them can be associated with one unique parameter that describes the primary performance of a single-port antenna, being the realized gain for the pure-LOS (if AoA is known, i.e., the deterministic case in frame 3.1 in the table) and the total radiation efficiency for the RIMP (frame 3.4). For the other real-life environments in between free space and RIMP, it is not normally possible to determine such a unique characterizing parameter of the antenna. Still, several of the real-life environments may appear statistically as being isotropic, when evaluated over a distribution of many different users at random locations and orientations, and with random orientations of their wireless device, which we will discuss in detail below.
IV. TWO EXTREME REFERENCE ENVIRONMENTS: PURE-LOS AND RIMP

A. 3-D-Random LOS Due to 3-D-Random Device Orientation
The RIMP environment is isotropic, meaning that the statistical properties of the received voltage will not depend on the orientation of the wireless device. In line 4 in Table 2 , we have shown the expected performance for small antennas on devices with 3-D-random orientations. Most wireless devices will be of this kind, because they do not have any fixed orientation with respect to the vertical axis. For phone-type devices, this is clear from the illustration in Fig. 1 and explanation in its caption. A related interchanging of horizontal and vertical directions appears in modern handheld tablets that can be used for any orientation of the screen, i.e., any of its four edges can be pointing upward. When considering the 3-D-random variation of the orientations of many users including their devices (and hence of the AoA relative to the antenna coordinate system), it is clear that the expectation of the received power must become proportional to the total radiation efficiency, and not the realized gain as in freespace LOS environments. Thus, we have effectively a 3-D-random LOS.
The CDF of the received voltage is always Rayleigh distributed in RIMP, both for directive and small antennas, but for directive antennas, we need a richer RIMP environment for this to be the case than we need for nondirective antennas. On the other hand, the CDF will not necessarily be Rayleigh in 3-D-random LOS, but studies [6] have shown that it will be close to Rayleigh, provided the antenna is not directive, and provided there are arbitrarily shaped scattering bodies close to the antenna such as the chassis of the device, and the user's hand or head. If the polarization of the LOS wave is randomly elliptical, it will also make the CDF more Rayleigh. With arbitrarily shaped bodies we mean that the bodies have not been used constructively to optimize the radiation patterns in any way. The more randomness the chassis and user introduce, the more similar is the CDF to the ideal Rayleigh shape. Therefore, we may state that for the real-life environments in columns 2 and 3 in Table 2 , the CDFs will be even closer to Rayleigh than the CDF in column 1 (pure LOS), which is valid for the 3-D-random orientation cases in lines 4 and 5. Therefore, we may expect that it is sufficient to evaluate performance of small antennas in the extreme environments of pure LOS and RIMP.
In the next section, we will describe how we can characterize diversity performance in terms of the cumulative diversity gain of the 1% worst users (line 5 in Table 2 ), and we will use the two extreme environments of pure LOS and RIMP as examples.
V. CUMULATIVE LOS-AND RIMP-DIVERSITY GAINS OF THE 1% WORST USERS (IN dBR RELATIVE TO RAYLEIGH)
Diversity and MIMO antennas have multiple ports, and their performance can be quantified by processing the wireless channel between the ports on the transmit side and the ports on the receive side. Previous papers such as [4] have defined the diversity gain from the CDFs in a RIMP environment, by considering a moving user (device). The CDF is generated by collecting time samples of the received channel on each port, as well as of the Fig. 1 . Illustration of the fact that the vertical direction relative to handheld phone-type device is undefined. The red arrow is a marker fixed to the phone by, e.g., tape in such a way that it has a horizontal orientation with respect to the environment when the phone is held on the right-hand side of the head. Then, the fixed marker will have a vertical orientation when the same phone is held on the left-hand side of the head. diversity-combined port. In addition, a CDF is generated from a reference antenna with known efficiency (here assumed to be 100%) in the same RIMP environment. The average received power of the reference CDF is used to normalize the other CDFs. All the single-port CDFs will have shapes identical to a theoretical Rayleigh if the environment is rich enough, which in practice means that the measured CDF should follow the theoretical Rayleigh down to CDF ¼ 1%, corresponding to nearly 10 000 independent samples for accuracy. However, these singleport CDFs will be shifted to the left relative to the reference CDF by an amount equal to the total embedded radiation efficiency seen at the port [4] .
We illustrate CDFs and diversity-combined CDFs in Fig. 2 , where the diversity combination has been done using maximum ratio combining (MRC). The CDFs are presented for the cases of: 1) RIMP environment as emulated by a reverberation chamber, and 2) 3-D-random LOS case. The latter has been obtained from embedded far-field functions measured in an anechoic chamber and processed to give the LOS-diversity gains. This processing can be done in a very simple manner for the 3-D-random pure-LOS case, by sampling the 3-D far-field functions uniformly over the unit sphere and arranging the samples from lowest to highest levels. Here, we also choose to simplify the graph by normalizing the CDFs independently for each antenna, to the highest average received power among the two ports. This means that the total embedded radiation efficiencies on the strongest port do not show up in the curves, and that we have to correct this to be able to compare CDFs and diversity gains of different antennas. This is done in Table 3 by including the total radiation efficiencies in the effective diversity gains, according to the definition in [4] . Therefore, Fig. 2 shows what is referred to as apparent diversity gains in [4] .
The apparent RIMP-diversity gain at 1% level is then defined as illustrated in Fig. 2 : the difference between the 1% levels of the CDF of the diversity-combined signal and the CDF of the ideal Rayleigh curve. For the present normalization, the latter is the same as the CDF of the best port of the diversity antenna itself. The definition is the same for the 3-D-random LOS diversity. The values for the case shown in Fig. 2 are presented in the BExample, free space[ column in Table 3 in dBR, where dBR means decibel relative to Rayleigh distribution.
The shapes of the RIMP-CDFs will converge very slowly at 1% level, and therefore it is advantageous to use techniques by which we can compute diversity gain already after 100 independent samples [13] , [14] . These algorithms are very useful, independently of how the channel is generated. In principle, they are based on first determining the average power received on each port and the correlation between the signals on the two ports, all of which converges well after 100 samples, and then plugging these values into a formula valid for Rayleigh distributions. This approach cannot be used for 3-D-random LOSdiversity gain, unless we are completely sure that the CDFs of the individual channels have Rayleigh shape. Table 3 also shows theoretical results for two orthogonal small dipoles. We see that they have very low 1% LOS-CDF level (À14.8 dBR) so their LOS-CDFs are very far from Rayleigh shape and the performance is very bad, whereas the example antenna is very close to Rayleigh. The RIMP-CDFs are almost equal to Rayleigh like they should be, except for a shift on the one port due to different radiation efficiencies on the two ports. Two orthogonal dipoles have better performance (7.1 dBR), but still worse than the practical example with LOS-diversity gain of 9.3 dBR.
The example device used for the illustration above is a mockup of a mobile phone of size 115 mm Â 55 mm Â 12 mm with the antennas located along the two 55-mm sides, and it was measured at 33 frequency points in each of the 750-960-and 1700-2700-MHz frequency bands. Some results are presented in [6] . The results selected for Fig. 2 and Table 3 are quite representative, even though these do not show the spreads of the LOS CDF levels and LOS-diversity gains over the two frequency bands, which was up to 7 dB for the four different cases (low band and high band for free space and handheld). In [6] , there are also shown the results for theoretical Huygens sources and for circularly polarized LOS.
Previously, the 1% diversity gain was interpreted as the gain for a single moving user in his 1% worst situations. Now, when we use CDFs representing the distribution of performance among several users, we must interpret it as the cumulative improvement for the 1% users with the worst receiving conditions. The cumulative user-distributed RIMP-diversity gain is identical to the previous single-user gain during fading. However, the 3-D-random LOS-diversity gain can only be interpreted as a cumulative improvement for the 1% worst users, because the CDFs are created for 3-D-random orientations only being representative for a distribution of users.
We will now describe how the reverberation chamber can be used to emulate a RIMP environment with different time delay spreads.
VI. THE REVERBERATION CHAMBER
The reverberation chamber was already known 20 years ago [9] to create Rayleigh fading when the modes were stirred by mechanical movement of plates or shaped wires (mechanical stirrers). In [21] , it was shown that the modes represent plane waves with an omnidirectional distribution of AoA, provided the chamber is large enough. Thus, the reverberation chamber corresponds to the RIMP environment. The stirring techniques were improved in order to ensure emulation of a rich enough RIMP environment to accurately measure efficiency-related quantities such as radiation efficiency, radiated power, and receiver sensitivity. These techniques included platform stirring and polarization stirring; see the overview of all developments described in [22] . Platform stirring is important to get sufficient accuracy for OTA measurements.
Direct comparisons of the statistical field characteristics of real-life environments and in reverberation chambers have been performed, showing an agreement [23] .
A. Hill's Average Power Transfer Formula and the Descriptive Average Mode Bandwidth
The principle of operation of the reverberation chamber is based on Hill's formula for the average power transfer function between the two antennas located in a reverberation chamber [8] , i.e.,
jH t;r;n j 2 ¼ c 3 e rad;t e rad;r 16% 2 Vf 2 Áf
where P t is the maximum available transmit power (for transmitting antenna matched for radiation into free space), and P r is average received power at the port of the receiving antenna. The averaging must be done over sufficient number of independent samples N of the complex channel H t;r;n between the ports of the two antennas when the stirrers are moved, with the movement given by changes in the index n. H t;r;n is actually the complex S-parameter of the reverberation chamber as measured with a standard vector network analyzer (VNA). In Hill's formula, f is the frequency, c is the velocity of light, V is the chamber volume, e rad;t and e rad;r are the total radiation efficiencies of the two antennas including the impedance mismatch factors as they appear when the antennas are located in free space, and Áf is the average mode bandwidth. Thus, in the average power transfer function, the free-space mismatch factors come in, because the effect of the chamber on the mismatch is statistical with zero mean. The average mode bandwidth Áf consists of four additive contributions due to wall losses, leakage from slots, antennas in the chamber, and absorbing objects [8] , [15] . Hill's original formula included the Q-factor Q ¼ f =Áf instead of the average mode bandwidth Áf . However, by replacing Q by Áf , the formula becomes clearer because then the dominant frequency variation of G chamber is given by the explicit 1=f 2 factor. It turned out that for practical reverberation chambers for OTA measurements Áf is almost constant with frequency, so that the value of Áf describes the chamber very well over a large frequency range. Further, Áf is identical to the coherence bandwidth of the statistical multipath emulated by the chamber [16] . Finally, Áf is proportional to the average K-factor [24] , and thereby the resulting increased uncertainty can be estimated [15] . Thus, Áf is a very important quantity when characterizing reverberation chambers.
It is evident from Hill's formula that the reverberation chamber can be used to measure efficiency-related quantities. First, we measure a reference case, i.e., the average reference received power P ref by using a reference antenna with known total radiation efficiency e ref . Thereafter, we measure the average received power P AUT of the antenna under test (AUT), and finally the total radiation efficiency of the AUT can be determined as 
B. Uncertainty and Coherence Bandwidth
The accuracy of the measurements improves with the number of modes that are excited, i.e., with the mode density, and therefore with the size of the chamber in wavelengths. This means that there exists a certain lowest frequency of operation, above which the uncertainty is better than a given limit. The chamber used in this study has an uncertainty better than 0.3-dB RMS above 650 MHz. Through the years, the uncertainty has been carefully validated by comparison with measurements in anechoic chambers and larger reverberation chambers; see [22] for reference.
The uncertainty was recently studied in more detail, because the uncertainty did not improve with frequency as it should according to [9] and the increasing mode density. The reason was found to be a LOS-type contribution to the wireless channel through the chamber [15] , and it was found that this could be characterized by an average Rician K-factor [24] . This acknowledgement motivated a redesign of the chamber, involving removing the fixed wall antennas from the walls of the chamber and relocating them orthogonal to each other on a support tower behind a cornered shield. Thereby, the direct LOS was removed and the K-factor was significantly reduced, and this improved the uncertainty to 0.3-dB RMS from 650 MHz and upward for the chamber shown in Fig. 3 , which has a size of 1.8 m Â 1.7 m Â 1.2 m [15] . This measurement uncertainty is very competitive to what can be achieved from good anechoic chamber, and the present reverberation chambers have always been performing well on round robin tests of radiation efficiency, radiated power, and receiver sensitivity, even before this latest chamber improvement.
Coherence bandwidth will increase when the chamber is loaded with lossy objects. Then, the average mode bandwidth Áf increases, and the average power transfer function decreases according to Hill's formula. However, the LOS component will not be affected and will therefore effectively increase relative to the average power transfer function given by Hill's formula, so the measurement uncertainty gets worse, but the uncertainty will still stay within acceptable limits if the loading is moderate [15] . We normally use the chamber with some loading inside it, such as, e.g., a head phantom. We have also studied the effect of additional loads in the form of plastic cylinders filled with microwave absorbers and located along orthogonal inner corners of the chamber, as described in [16] and defined by Table 4 . The extents of coherence bandwidths and time delay spreads that were achieved are summarized in Table 4 together with the uncertainties in terms of the standard deviation (STD) of the errors taken over several measurements. The RMS time delay spreads are within the ranges appearing in real-life environments.
VII. CHARACTERIZATION OF ACTIVE WIRELESS DEVICES
It is straightforward to measure total radiated power (TRP) in the reverberation chamber, and it has been shown in several papers that BERs also can be measured if the chamber is appropriately loaded, so that the coherence bandwidth becomes similar to the real-life environment we want to emulate [25] , [26] . Here, we briefly describe how these measurements are done, and in Section VIII, we will extend the latter BER measurements to data throughput measurements, and present a simple good theoretical model for the same.
A. Measuring Total Radiated Power
For an active device under test (DUT), the TRP is determined by the power output from the amplifier and the radiation efficiency of the antenna. TRP is therefore often used as a performance parameter. The TRP measurement procedure is similar to the radiation efficiency procedure described in the paragraph before (2), with the main difference being that we must replace the VNA with a base station emulator and a power meter, as shown in Fig. 4 . The base station emulator is used to establish and maintain a connection to the DUT and control its traffic channel and output power. The power meter is used to sample the transmitted power, and could be a spectrum analyzer, a base station emulator with integrated power meter, or a regular power meter, whichever is available.
B. Measuring Static Receiver Sensitivity
The receiver sensitivity will appear differently in a static environment with a stationary user (no fading) and in the dynamic case with time-varying fading. For the static case, the antenna performance must also be taken correctly into account, and this is done via the standardized approaches for measuring the total isotropic sensitivity (TIS) and the total radiated sensitivity (TRS) in anechoic chambers. These two similar approaches are standardized by the CTIAVThe Wireless Association and 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) organizations, respectively. The TIS sensitivity is specified at a certain BER (used in GSM and WCDMA), or a related frame error rate (FER, used in CDMA2000) or a block error rate (BLER, used in HSPA) for the more advanced communication systems. Instead of FER and BLER, here, we will use the joint term group error rate (GER) in order to cover them all. GSM, WCDMA, CDMA2000, and HSPA are different mobile communications systems standards.
TIS can also be measured in a reverberation chamber, but then by determining the sensitivity values at several stirrer positions n, each time under static stirring conditions, and averaging these values, according to
where P BSS;n is the reading of the power from the base station simulator at each stirrer position, and G chamber is the average power transfer function of the chamber in (1) achieved from the chamber calibration. Note that G chamber is constant in (3), and could have been taken outside the summation sign. Simply explained, the TIS parameter is equal to the sensitivity of the DUT as measured by a connected cable, degraded by the radiation efficiency of the antenna.
C. Measuring Average Receiver Sensitivity During Fading
The ultimate performance metric for the receiving case is the average sensitivity during fading, i.e., the GER during fading. This shows large improvements when diversity and MIMO algorithms are used. This realistic dynamic sensitivity approach has been implemented for measurements in the reverberation chamber, during continuous movements of the stirrers, referred to as average fading sensitivity (AFS) [11] . It is worth noticing that when the fading is frequency-flat, the TIS can be derived from the AFS value since there is a theoretical relation between the two values. This relation is given by the following formula between the static GER and the average GER in the dynamic case:
where PDFðP=P av Þ is the probability distribution of the fading power P at the receiver input, and P av is the average value of P over a fading cycle, i.e., taken over the complete stirring sequence. For Rayleigh fading, this PDF is the exponential distribution. The averaging integral is taken over all levels of P during the fading.
Throughput data rate in systems with MIMO and OFDM is measured with the same setup as for measuring AFS.
VIII. MODELING MEASURED THROUGHPUT FOR SYSTEM WITH MIMO AND OFDM FREQUENCY DIVERSITY
A. Ideal Threshold Receiver
It is well known that FER and BLER curves, i.e., GER curves, are much steeper than BER curves when presented as a function of instantaneous received power, i.e., the GER decreases very suddenly from 1 (only errors) to zero (no errors) when the received power level increases above a certain threshold, whereas the BER curves in the first wireless systems approached zero much more slowly. The solid vertical curve in Fig. 5 shows the measured throughput (i.e., 1-GER) of a typical LTE device when we connect a cable to its antenna port, and we can see that it increases from 10% to 90% when the signal power increases by 0.4 dB. However, it is important to be aware that the threshold varies with modulation, as well as MIMO configuration in advanced receivers. The reason for this difference between BER and GER is that the latter makes use of blocks or frames of bits including bits that correct for bit errors by using the so-called forward error correction codes, and the receiver is able to correct for the errors caused by white Gaussian noise when the channel power decreases, but only to a certain limit at which the reception suddenly breaks down.
In [12] , we have used this characteristic of GER to define an ideal error correction receiver for convenience and simplicity, by GER ideal ðPÞ ¼ 1; when P G P th 0; when P > P th (5) where P th is the threshold level, which in Fig. 5 is À83.7 dBm (corresponding to the 50% throughput value for the conducted case). The relative instantaneous throughput data rate for such a case can simply be written as
where Maxrate is the data rate set by the system.
B. Average Throughput During Fading
The formula for the average GER during fading becomes simple in particular for this ideal threshold receiver. By combining (4) and (5), and then using (6), we get
where CDF is the cumulative distribution function of the fading channel power distribution. We see that for the ideal threshold receiver the relative throughput data rate is equal to 1-CDF of the power distribution of the fading signal at the threshold level.
The measurement setup for throughput data rate shown in Fig. 4 was used to test a commercial USB modem provided with external antennas [12] . The RMS delay spread of the reverberation chamber was tuned in to 90 ns corresponding to a coherence bandwidth of 3 MHz. The measurements were done in the LTE band 7, channel 2850 (2630 MHz) with 10-MHz total channel bandwidth. The fixed data rate from the base station was 64-quadrature amplitude modulation (64QAM), i.e., 24 Mb/s for 2 Â 1 multiple-input-single-output (MISO) diversity system.
The measured throughput results are presented in Fig. 5 together with theoretical curves obtained by using (7) . The theoretical model is given by (7) with the measured P th ¼ À83.7 dBm. The theoretical CDFs were obtained by numerically generating Rayleigh distributions with average power equal to unity, and then combining these using MRC, assuming no correlation between the channels. The 1 Â 1 single-input-single-output (SISO) case represents one such Rayleigh CDF. The 1 Â 2 singleinput-multiple-output (SIMO) makes use of two uncorrelated CDFs and MRC combines them without averaging the power, thereby giving 3-dB power gain. We show one additional theoretical curve where we have MRC-combined N fd ¼ 2 uncorrelated frequency channels according to a simple OFDM algorithm with power averaging so there is no power gain. We see that there is an agreement between theory and measurements both regarding location along the power axis and slope. The first is a result of a very (7), for LTE device with two-port MIMO antennas. The vertical line is the threshold line of the digital receiver measured with a cable connected to the antenna port. The threshold value used to produce theoretical curves is À83.7 dBm.
good calibration of the average power transfer function of the chamber, the cables connecting the instrument and the USB device to the chamber, and the cables connecting these to each other during the measurements of the receiver threshold, and of the mismatch factor of the external antennas connected to the device. The agreement between the slopes of the measured and theoretical curves means that the diversity order of the theoretical model is correct. We can explain this from the RMS delay spread which was 90 ns, corresponding to 3-MHz coherence bandwidth (Table 4) . This evidently means that we cannot get more than one diversity order out of the implemented OFDM algorithm in the device for 90-ns RMS time delay spread. We also loaded the chamber more to achieve 9-MHz coherence bandwidth. Then, the slope of the throughput curve (not shown) changed to agree with a theoretical curve with no frequency diversity, i.e., N fd ¼ 1. More results on included correlated antennas can be found in [12] , and a more thorough study of the OFDM diversity effects for more time delay spreads (chamber loadings) is ongoing.
C. Shannon's Maximum Available Capacity
The maximum available MIMO capacity can be computed from the channel matrix by using the theoretical extended Shannon formula as explained in [10] and [27] . Such results can be presented as a function of signal-tonoise ratio, and represent a theoretical maximum which is almost impossible to achieve in practice. Unfortunately, such curves do not resemble measured throughput curves at all. However, the theoretical Shannon capacity is a measure of the quality of the throughput curve at its knee, i.e., where the throughput curve has almost reached its maximum. Therefore, it makes sense to perform studies of the Shannon capacity using theoretical or measured channel matrices including the antenna. It is important that the modeling be done by using embedded far-field functions on the ports of the MIMO antenna. Then, such capacity results will show an agreement with the results based on the measured channels in a reverberation chamber [4] , [10] . There is also an agreement if the embedded far-field functions are measured in an anechoic chamber, as documented in [27] by measuring a wideband multiport antenna over the 2-8-GHz bandwidth. We will not show these results here.
IX. USING THROUGHPUT CURVES TO DETERMINE CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE OF THE 1% WORST USERS
The CDFs of the channel function can be determined from the measured throughput in (7). This is interesting, because the details of the throughput and GER curves become easier to interpret. The lower graph in Fig. 5 shows the CDFs corresponding to all the throughput curves in the upper graph. Here we can see the effects of the SIMO 1 Â 2 diversity as well as the OFDM diversity very clearly, and we can of course also relate it to the cumulative CDF over randomly distributed users and devices in the RIMP environment, as discussed in Section V. Thus, throughput curves give us information about the user-distributed performance of the system, but this is easier to quantify by plotting CDF curves with a logarithmic vertical axis. For our example, the SIMO diversity is seen to represent a RIMP-diversity gain of 12 dB, and the OFDM gives an additional 5-dB RIMP-diversity gain, both according to Fig. 5 .
X. CONCLUSION
We have described different wireless communication environments, in which the statistics of user locations and device orientations are taken into consideration in the determination of the characteristics of the channel. Then, it is clear that there will never be any fixed LOS, but rather a random LOS, because we have to study the distributions of the orientations of the users and their wireless devices in order to make decisions about the quality of a wireless device for use in multipath environments.
We have described the RIMP environment as a new and extreme reference environment for characterizing antennas and wireless devices for use in multipath. This complements the classical opposite extreme anechoic pure-LOS environment. The RIMP environment can be emulated in a reverberation chamber, and the anechoic chamber is traditionally used to emulate pure LOS.
We have introduced a new interpretation of the RIMP-diversity gain, by letting it also represent the cumulative performance improvement of the 1% worst users in the environment. And, we have developed a related but not necessarily equal LOS-diversity gain for the pure-LOS environment. To determine the latter, we need to know the embedded far-field functions on the MIMO antenna ports. We expect that both of these diversity gains are sufficient to distinguish between good and bad wireless devices, and thereby to ensure good performance also in real-life environments that are somewhere in between the two extreme pure-LOS and RIMP environments.
We have explained the procedures for measuring TRP and receiver sensitivity of active devices in the reverberation chamber. These have lately been complemented with measurements of throughput data rate of complete wireless devices. The measured results are repeatable under similar conditions, but at different locations and orientations in the reverberation chamber. In order to understand the measured throughput results, we have developed a simple theoretical model. This is based on a simple threshold receiver model. This ideal threshold receiver makes it possible to determine the throughput data rate directly from the CDF of the MIMO diversity combined signal statistics, and vice versa. The threshold model has proven to be able to predict the shape and absolute values of measured throughput curves versus maximum available received power in LTE systems, including the effect of the MIMO diversity as well as the OFDM frequency diversity under frequency-selective fading conditions.
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